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Abstract: The detection and localization of faults plays a huge role in every electric power system, be
it a transmission network (TN) or a distribution network (DN), as it ensures quick power restoration
and thus enhances the system’s reliability and availability. In this paper, a framework that supports
phasor measurement unit (PMU)-based fault detection and localization is presented. Besides mak-
ing the process of fault detecting, localizing and reporting to the control center fully automated,
the aim was to make the framework viable also for DNs, which normally do not have dedicated
fiber-optic connectivity at their disposal. The quality of service (QoS) for PMU data transmission,
using the widespread long-term evolution (LTE) technology, was evaluated and the conclusions of
the evaluation were used in the development of the proposed edge-cloud framework. The main
advantages of the proposed framework can be summarized as: (a) fault detection is performed at the
edge nodes, thus bypassing communication delay and availability issues, (b) potential packet losses
are eliminated by temporally storing data at the edge nodes, (c) since the detection of faults is no
longer centralized, but rather takes place locally at the edge, the amount of data transferred to the
control center during the steady-state conditions of the network can be significantly reduced.

Keywords: fault detection; fault localization; edge-cloud framework; distribution network; smart grid

1. Introduction

Electric power systems (EPSs) have been subject to major modifications in recent years;
most notably, the production of electrical energy is shifting from large and centralized
power plants (coal, hydro, nuclear based) towards numerous small and geographically dis-
persed renewable energy sources (RES), such as photovoltaic and wind power plants [1,2].
While such a paradigm shift affects transmission networks (TNs) in terms of lower loading
and energy losses, it also imposes some radical changes to distribution networks (DNs).
The gradual increase of consumers capable of locally producing energy and injecting it into
the network (prosumers), together with an increasing number of installed battery energy
storage systems [3], means that passive DNs are turning into active ones. Consequently,
the conventionally unidirectional power flow is becoming more and more bi-directional.
Another element having a significant impact on DNs is electric vehicles [4], which in-
crease the overall consumption in low voltage grids and compromise the grid’s stability
in terms of capacity. Increased consumption by the end consumer needs to be carefully
counterbalanced with either a local RES or an overall reinforced infrastructure in order to
avoid line congestions. All of the aforementioned changes and emerging inverter-based
technologies being introduced into DNs are, on the one hand, able to contribute to the
flexibility of the network [4], but can, on the other hand, adversely affect an EPS’s rotor
angle, and voltage and frequency stability if integrated inappropriately [5]. In either case,
the distribution system operators (DSOs) will need to enhance the infrastructure’s existing
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monitoring capability in order to efficiently keep track of the grid’s performance, identify
possible critical areas, monitor and control two-way power flows, energy consumption
and generation, grid topology, etc. [6]. An overview of measurement technologies (power
sensor, smart meter, phasor measurement unit, power quality monitor, digital fault recorder
etc.) used in DNs is presented in [7] together with a reporting rate of each device.

The necessity for installing additional devices with monitoring, control and protection
capabilities in the context of active DNs is clear, whereas the communication solution
supporting it is not that straightforward. In contrast to TNs, which are generally equipped
with fiber-optic cables, DNs rarely contain any dedicated connectivity infrastructure. In-
stalling and maintaining a wired communication infrastructure would impose a substantial
financial burden on DSOs as the measurement locations are placed all the way down to the
prosumer level, which is the reason why the usage of the already deployed public cellular
networks, such as the widely available long-term evolution (LTE), is usually considered
instead [8,9].

The distinction in the available connectivity becomes evident when schemes that
are already well established and used in TNs, such as the Wide-Area Monitoring System
(WAMS) and the Wide-Area Monitoring, Protection and Control (WAMPAC), are being
applied to DNs [10]. It is a common approach in TNs to concentrate the entirety of the
data from measuring devices in the control center and process it in a centralized fashion.
However, since the backbone of the aforementioned schemes is measuring devices that
produce large volumes of data, the most prominent being the phasor measurement unit
(PMU), the same approach might not be the best solution for DNs. Instead, public LTE
networks seem to provide the most suitable communication infrastructure at present until
fifth-generation (5G) networks (currently under deployment) are sufficiently widespread to
cover large-scale distributed systems such as TNs and DNs. However, as presented in this
paper, the usage of the LTE network instead of fiber-optic cables presents a potential relia-
bility issue for the transmission of data from metering devices to the remote control center
and can consequently lead to either unacceptable delays or even the loss of measurements.
This, in turn, adversely affects any of the corresponding decision-making or analytical
schemes, such as fault detection and fault localization, which are extremely valuable to
system operators. The aim of this paper is to propose a hybrid edge-cloud framework that
satisfies the delay requirements of time-critical applications, such as demand response,
synchro-check, adaptive relaying, out-of-step protection and fault detection, by moving
them to the edge whilst leaving the monitoring applications, i.e., WAMS, and computation-
ally demanding applications centralized. Such an approach provides several advantages
over a strictly centralized approach: (a) response-critical applications are performed at the
edge nodes, thus bypassing delay issues related to sending measurements from the edge
device to the control center and the corresponding response back to the edge, (b) potential
packet losses are eliminated by storing data at the edge nodes. Ensuring that no data are
missing is of paramount importance for heavily data-reliant schemes, (c) applications that
are not time-critical, such as the post-mortem investigation of faults, are executed in the
cloud. This provides the ability to execute computationally demanding analysis that would
have otherwise exceeded the computational capability of the edge device, (d) since the
detection of events is no longer centralized, but rather takes place locally at the edge, the
amount of data transferred to the control center during the steady-state conditions of the
network can be significantly reduced. However, in case of an event, the full resolution of
the measurements is still provided to the control center.

The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we evaluate the quality of service
(QoS) for PMU data transmission over LTE and, in contrast to the strictly centralized
approach used in TNs, a hybrid edge-cloud computing framework is proposed for DNs
with LTE connectivity. Next, as the fault detection and localization is one of the compelling
potential applications for the proposed edge-cloud-based computing framework, we pro-
vide a brief overview of the fault localization methods in Section 3. The method from [11],
which served as the basis for the fault localization algorithm (FLA) applied on the proposed
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framework, is also presented in more detail in this Section. The distribution network where
the proposed framework was implemented and the installed measuring devices required
for the FLA are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 provides an in-depth explanation for each
component of the proposed framework from the perspective of communication and system
integration. Lastly, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Hybrid Edge-Cloud Approach
2.1. Motivation for the Edge-Cloud Approach

Metering devices that produce large volumes of data are in TNs connected to the
control center with dedicated optical communication links, which is a very unrealistic
scenario for the majority of DNs. Consequently, for such devices, both latency and relia-
bility [12] of data transmission over LTE need to be tested before implementing any kind
of corresponding schemes in DNs. Since the aim of this paper is to establish a functional
computing framework for fault localization in DNs based on PMU measurements, the
evaluation of the QoS for PMU data transmission over an LTE network is of paramount
importance. The requirements for the real-time exchange of synchronized phasor measure-
ment data between power system equipment are defined in the IEC 61850-90-5 standard.
The standard specifies the acceptable time delays for communication between the PMU and
the phasor data concentrator (PDC) for various applications that can be roughly divided
into three categories:

• real-time (time-critical) applications

Applications that require selected signals to be available with only a small delay
(order of milliseconds) are found in this category since a prompt response is of paramount
importance for their proper operation. Some representatives of this group are synchro-
check, adaptive relaying and out-of-step protection.

• near real-time (observability) applications

In this category, we can find applications, such as situational awareness, state esti-
mation and on-line security assessment, which do not provide any remedial actions, but
are merely used for visualization purposes. Therefore, the allowed time delay for those
applications is a bit higher (order of seconds).

• archiving applications

Archiving applications do not have any time delay requirements as they serve for post-
mortem analysis, which is neither real-time nor near real-time. However, those applications
face a very strict requirement that the archival process be lossless, i.e., the data measured
from PMUs on the system have to be exactly the same as the measurements stored in the
archive.

The rest of this subsection is dedicated to the evaluation of the IEC 61850-90-5-defined
QoS for an LTE network.

2.1.1. IEC 61850-90-5 Evaluation—Testbed Setup

The testbed used for the evaluation is presented in Figure 1. The PMU emulator
was an experimental PMU device with the disabled PMU functionality and an installed
DEKRA Performance Test Tool to emulate the network traffic of a PMU. The emulator
was connected to the UXM device via a radio frequency (RF) coaxial cable, whereas a
secondary data connection to the testbed PC, required for the experiment’s control, was
made via the emulator’s Ethernet port and testbed network. The UXM device from
Keysight is an LTE base-station emulator device that emulates custom LTE networks
with configurable network conditions. For experimental control and sequencing, the Test
Automation Platform from Keysight was used and dedicated scripts were written for
controlling the emulated PMU and UMX as well as for data recording and the evaluation of
experiment. The DEKRA Performance Tool was used as a traffic generator on the emulated
PMU and as a calculator of key performance indicators, namely throughput, latency (one-
way delay) and packet loss. The performance tool consists of a server and a client and can
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be configured to emulate various network traffic types or patterns. The Dekra server was
run on a testbed PC, whereas the client was run on the simulated PMU.
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Figure 1. IEC 61850-90-5 evaluation testbed.

2.1.2. IEC 61850-90-5 Evaluation—Use Case

An urban-pedestrian LTE network scenario was chosen for the use case as it resembles
the environment of DNs the closest. The scenario was already predefined by the LTE
testbed provider and was further divided into four sub-scenarios that emulated different
conditions in an urban environment. The duration of each sub-scenario was set to 30 s since
a steady state of the LTE network was emulated and the network stabilized within a few
100 ms after every sub-scenario switch. However, to eliminate any potential sub-scenario’s
switching dependency, each of the sub-scenarios was run five times, which resulted in
a total test duration of 600 s. The scenario was emulated with a DEKRA data stream of
80 kbit/s and 50 packets/s, which represents a typical PMU configuration with a reporting
rate of 50 Hz.

The use case represents the PMU in a synchrophasor mode, where raw measurements
of grid voltage and current are used for the calculation of synchrophasors. Those are
then wrapped in IEEE C37.118-2018 packets and sent to a concentrator. Since either the
transmission control protocol (TCP) or the user datagram protocol (UDP) can be used for
sending the results, both protocols were tested with the aforementioned urban-pedestrian
network scenario. The main difference between the protocols is that the TCP requires
the authentication of the received packets, whereas the UDP does not. Therefore, some
packet loss is expected for the UDP protocol, however, the upper limit is not prescribed by
the standard. In contrast, no packet loss is expected for the TCP protocol as it inherently
handles the loss of packets. However, each lost packet on the underlying network layers
will result in increased data transmission latency.

Each of the protocols was tested in terms of packet loss and one-way delay. The
C37.244-2013 standard states that the required measurements have to be provided to the
time-critical applications within a short delay (between 30 ms and 40 ms). In this paper,
we decided to use the lower of the two thresholds in order to give a general assessment of
whether the latency requirement for real-time applications is fulfilled or not. However, for
a more detailed specification of the various applications’ requirements, we refer the reader
to the IEC 61850-90-5 standard.

2.1.3. IEC 61850-90-5 Evaluation—Results

No packet loss or bandwidth reduction was observed using either the TCP or the UDP
protocol during the emulated scenario. However, it is worth noting that not all possible
interference sources were emulated in the experiment. Therefore, the packet loss, which
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seemingly presented no problem in the emulation environment, can still become a severe
issue for a UDP connection in a real environment since this protocol does not authenticate
received packets.

The results for the one-way delay of the use case with the UDP protocol are presented
in Figure 2. The solid blue line represents one-way delays for each second of the scenario,
whereas the dashed red line represents the threshold for time-critical applications. The
slowly increasing one-way delay is the consequence of the non-synchronised clocks in the
PMU emulator and the testbed PC. The latter has a much less precise clock requiring a
periodic re-synchronization with the PMU emulator indicated in Figure 2 in the period
between 340 s and 380 s.
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In Figure 3, the results for the TCP connection type in respect to the one-way delay
are presented. It is clear that the delay in this case is well above the required threshold.
The reason for the much higher delays compared to the UDP connection type lies in the
authentication of the received packets. In contrast to the UDP connection type, TCP packets
need to be acknowledged by the TCP/IP network layer before they are forwarded to higher
processing layers. Although data packets were sent only one way, the underlying TCP/IP
layer sent acknowledgement packets in both ways, thus adding to the latency.

2.1.4. IEC 61850-90-5 Evaluation—Conclusions

Based on the previous Subsection, it is safe to conclude that in DNs with LTE connec-
tivity, the TCP protocol should not be used for any time-critical scheme/application as it
substantially surpasses the latency threshold. In contrast, the UDP connection fulfils the
latency requirement, however, it introduces another potential issue—missing data. Natu-
rally, the reliability of applications that are heavily reliant on the corresponding PMU data
becomes a great concern in such EPSs. Furthermore, the potential loss of packets contra-
dicts the very purpose of PMUs, which is providing a higher granularity of measurements,
capable of providing enhanced insight, in case of events.
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We can conclude that a strictly centralized approach of data analysis and storage is not
the optimal solution in DNs with LTE connectivity as we cannot simultaneously ensure both
the low latency and the reliability of data transmission. An intuitive solution that comes
to mind is to keep the monitoring and non-time-critical applications centralized, whilst
decentralizing the analysis and decision-making processes of time-critical applications. The
approach that decentralizes part of the computational power and relocates it closer to the
measuring devices is not new as it was already used in the past to address a different issue,
i.e., a huge amount of data that need to be transferred from devices to the control center,
and was also adopted by 5G networks currently in the roll-out phase in most countries.
The basics of the approach, known as edge-cloud computing, are presented in the next
subsection, whereas the specifics of the proposed hybrid edge-cloud framework tailored
for the purposes of automated fault localization are presented in Section 5.

2.2. Edge-Cloud Computing

Before the emergence of edge computing, the traditional cloud computing approach
was to transfer the entirety of the raw data from metering devices to the cloud-based
computing center and deal with computing and storage problems in a centralized manner.
In recent years, the massive increase of the Internet of Things (IoT) devices caused the com-
munication network to operate close to the bandwidth limit despite all the improvements in
network technologies. This resulted in slower transfer rates and response time, which is a
critical requirement for many protection and demand response applications. Consequently,
edge computing technologies started to emerge [13], pushing the cloud’s computing and
storage capabilities from the data centers to the proximity of data-generation devices at the
edge of the network [14], thus reducing the burden on the communication network.

Given that the PMU data transmission over LTE might not be reliable, the edge-cloud
approach presents an appealing alternative to the centralized approach used in TNs. The
main advantage is that, since the entirety of the PMU data does not need to be sent to the
data center anymore, but can rather be stored in a local manner, we completely avoid any
potential issues with missing data, i.e., data are stored at the edge and can be retransmitted
if necessary. As such, the edge-cloud architecture represents a perfect groundwork for the
requirements of the heavily data-reliant fault localization algorithm (FLA).
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Furthermore, edge computing also offers the capability to process the data locally and
react accordingly. Consequently, the responsiveness of local controllability is improved
since the data do not need to be uploaded and processed in the cloud anymore. This is
important, since our goal is not to establish a framework capable of executing solely the
FLA, but we want to provide a generic framework that will also allow the easy integration
of other time-critical applications at the edge in the future when it may also leverage
the shared mobile edge computing (MEC) capabilities of 5G networks as an additional
intermediary computational level between edge devices and the cloud.

3. Fault Localization Methods
3.1. Introduction

Unexpected outages caused by faults or short circuits due to equipment malfunction,
animal contact, weather conditions or even poor vegetation management are a frequent
occurrence in EPSs and are the cause of up to 80% of all interruptions in DNs. The
ability to swiftly and accurately locate a fault in an EPS can expedite the repair of faulted
components, speed up power restoration and thus enhance the system’s reliability and
availability. Practices such as investigating a line with a repair crew or locating a fault based
on customer calls are time-consuming, outdated and inadequate for today’s demanding
needs of power utilities.

Fault detection and localization is a theoretically well-known and developed field, with
a variety of applicable methods [15]. Some of them have recently gained momentum due
to the significant advancements made in time-precise measurements and communication
infrastructure, enabling real-time processing at the edge and performing comprehensive
analytics in the cloud. These methods can be roughly divided into three groups:

• impedance-based methods;
• travelling wave methods;
• pattern recognition methods.

Impedance-based methods are characterized by low complexity and offer a fairly
accurate performance in the case of grounded systems. Their main disadvantage is the
poor performance in isolated and Petersen-coil grounded systems. Additionally, they are
highly sensitive to fault resistance and can yield multiple solutions in highly branched
networks. Comparative studies of some representative methods are provided in [16,17].

Traveling wave methods offer relatively good accuracy and are not significantly af-
fected by loads, current transformer saturation, fault type and fault resistances. However,
they require measurement equipment with a high sampling frequency (in the order of
MHz) along with time-precise measurements in order to detect the wave-fronts. Further-
more, most of those methods were developed for the purposes of TNs, which are usually
significantly less branched and more homogenous in terms of line properties. In contrast,
the heterogeneousness of DNs can manifests in the complex behaviour of the recorded
traveling waves, which disables the proper localization of the events. Some representative
traveling wave techniques and their application are provided in [18–22].

Pattern recognition methods require large training databases that contain reference
fault cases for a given network. On the one hand, these methods do not need complicated
formulation, but, on the other hand, very high-quality measurements and long training
periods are required. Furthermore, in the case of any modification to the existing system,
the entire training process and high computational burden has to be repeated [23–28].

3.2. Related Work

It is evident that each group of methods has its specifics in terms of complexity and
accuracy, but it is vital to notice that the applicability of the methods also relies on the
used measurement equipment. Given that PMUs already represent the backbone of the
WAMS and the WAMPAC in TNs and have recently also become widely adopted in DNs
in the context of smart grids, we investigated the methods that incorporate PMUs more
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thoroughly. Several algorithms exploiting synchronized PMU data have already been
proposed and are briefly summarized in the following paragraphs.

The research in [29] presents fault detection and faulted line identification with PMU
devices installed in each bus of a network. The proposed solution is suitable for both
passive and active networks, with a solid-earthed or unearthed neutral, and for low and
high impedance faults of any kind. Furthermore, the process was validated with a real-
time simulation platform showing the identification of the faulted line, but not also the
exact location.

Another approach using a real-time simulator as a means for validating results is
presented in [30]. This approach combines several algorithms, depending on the type of
occurring fault and network grounding. Additionally, the phasor data concentrator and
geographic information system environment are introduced.

The detection of anomalies in grids using optimally placed PMUs was carried out by
Jamei et al. [31]. This approach combines data-driven methods as well as criteria resulting
from analysing the underlying physical model of a system. Exiting the quasi steady-state
regime is exploited to design a key part of the proposed metrics. The optimal placement of
PMUs with a limited number of sensors is also discussed in this work.

The generalized fault location algorithm with optimally placed PMUs, suitable for both
ring and radial feeders, is presented in [32]. The integration of information available from
PMU measurements with the information contained in the distribution feeder database
is performed with the aim of fault location identification. The solution is based on the
assumption that the network topology, line parameters and load models are all known.

In [33], multiple fault locations are first obtained using the synchro-phasors measured
at one terminal. The exact location is determined after by comparing the voltage phasors
in the junction nodes of terminals measured from two terminals.

A short circuit theory-based approach is presented in [34] for locating permanent and
temporary faults. The refinement scheme allows finding faults not only on buses, but also
on branches. In addition to the synchronised phasor approach and the approach using only
magnitude measurements, unsynchronized phasors are being used for the first time for
fault location purposes.

A study on a fault localization technique applicable to both legacy and modern net-
works with different distributed generator types is carried out in [35]. A linear least-squares
estimator is utilized or a non-linear least-squares problem is solved by the trust-region-
reflective algorithm if data is acquired from PMUs or smart meters (SMs), respectively.

Last but not least, the compensation theorem from circuit theory is used for the
purposes of localizing events such as faults and power quality events in DNs [11]. The
solution is based on measurement differences making its performance robust against
constant errors in instrumentation channels, such as errors from voltage and current
transformers.

It is important to emphasize that despite the extensive work that had already been
undertaken in the field of fault localization, none of the papers (to the best of the authors’
knowledge) deals with the corresponding method’s data acquisition and its reliability. One
of the contributions of this paper is ensuring that the premise of the methods, that the
required data to perform the localization is reliable and always readily available for use, is
actually met in the real environment as well.

3.3. Methodology

In order to exemplify the utility of the edge-cloud framework proposed for the opera-
tion in a real LTE-based environment, we selected the method proposed in [11] due to its
robustness, low number of required PMUs and previous experience with its implemen-
tation in a laboratory environment. However, it is worth noting that any of the methods
presented in Section 3.2 could be used with the proposed framework. At this point, it
seems reasonable to provide a brief summary of the selected method to acquaint the reader
with its main philosophy.
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The goal of the method is to estimate the location of events in DNs with as few as
two PMUs, utilizing the compensation theorem from circuit theory. It is worth noting that
only faults, causing the de-energization of the feeder, are considered as events in this paper,
whereas the method itself is sensitive enough to localize events much less severe than
faults (as proven in [11]). Either way, the measurements of the networks’ pre-event and
post-event steady-state synchro-phasors are used alongside known load profiles, network
topology and line parameters to calculate the voltages of every bus as seen from each PMU.
Those two sets of voltages are then compared and the bus where the difference is minimal
is identified as a source of the event.

Optimal observability of the feeder using just two PMUs is achieved when one of
them is installed at the beginning of the main feeder (primary substation) and the other
is placed at the end of the feeder (secondary substation). However, it is worth pointing
out that in configuration with just two installed PMUs only the faults on the main feeder
can be correctly identified. When a fault occurs on a branch that is not part of the main
feeder, the bus, from which the lateral stems off, will be identified as faulted instead. In
DNs, such localization is usually sufficient since laterals are generally short and the exact
localization does not help reduce the fault mitigation time significantly. Nevertheless, if
more precise localization was needed, one could achieve it with the introduction of PMUs
at the laterals’ ends. The extension of the method for the case with an arbitrary number of
PMUs is presented in [36].

To summarize, the main features relevant for the implementation of the FLA on the
proposed edge-cloud framework are:

• model-driven method, meaning that the topology and parameters of lines are assumed
to be known;

• synchro-phasor measurements of voltages and currents acquired from as few as two
PMUs are sufficient for localizing the fault on the main feeder;

• the rest of the information collected from the feeder, such as load consumption, can
be in the form of pseudo-measurements from either power quality meters (PQMs) or
smart meters (SMs). The term “pseudo-measurement” is used for these devices to
emphasize the lower reporting rate compared to the PMU and to highlight that the
measurements of PQMs and SMs are not as precisely time-stamped as in the case of
a PMU.

4. Electric Power System Description

As the performance of the FLA was already extensively investigated in [11,36], the aim
of this paper is not duplicating the results, but rather emphasizing how one can establish
a framework capable of a reliable and automated FLA execution in a real DN with LTE
connectivity. In this Section, we first present the electric power system and the position of
the installed measuring devices required to meet the prerequisites of the FLA, whereas a
detailed description of the proposed edge-cloud computing infrastructure implementation
is presented in the next Section.

The considered distribution network is a 5.2 kV, 3-phase, low-impedance grounded
network located in Spain and operated by Estabanell y Pahisa Energía S.A.U. (EyPESA).
It consists of 16 buses (topology is presented in Figure 4) and is composed of both un-
derground cables and overhead lines. The upstream grid has a short-circuit power of
54 MVA.

In order to fulfil the requirements of the FLA, the network has been equipped with
PMUs within the context of the European Union (EU) H2020 Horizon project RESOLVD.
The locations of the deployed PMUs are marked as green dots in the figure and are set,
according to the methodology, to a primary substation and secondary substation at the end
of the feeder. Additionally, to satisfy the FLA requirement for pseudo-measurements, all
the load busses of the considered network, denoted with blue dots, have been equipped
with PQMs. The latter provide information about the load’s consumed active and reactive
powers, the root mean square (RMS) values of voltages and currents and the total harmonic
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distortion, whereas PMUs measure and report the time-tagged frequency, the rate-of-
change-of-frequency (RoCoF) and the phasors of voltages and currents.
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5. Proposed Edge-Cloud Framework for Automated Fault Detection and Localization
5.1. Overview and Functionalities

The main driving force behind the development of the proposed edge-cloud frame-
work for the FLA was the concern about the reliability of the PMU data transmission
over LTE (as explained in Section 2). Since missing data could adversely influence the
performance of the FLA, we decided to store the full granularity (200 Hz) of the PMU
measurements locally at the edge and simultaneously process them for fault detection
purposes. For the observability of the grid, on the other hand, we decided to lower the
reporting rate of all measuring devices down to 1 Hz in order to reduce the amount of
data transfer from the edge nodes to the control center and, consequently, reduce the
DSO’s bills for data transmission over LTE. The premise for doing so is that the grid is in
a steady-state condition most of the time, during which it is acceptable to sacrifice some
of the DSO’s resolution of the grid’s observability (WAMS for instance) on account of
the reduced burden imposed on the communication infrastructure. In any case, the full
resolution of data during steady state is more or less redundant and does not provide any
additional information. However, this changes during the event when the full granularity
of the PMU measurements is necessary in order to capture the transient nature of the
event. Therefore, the full granularity of measurements (without any missing data) must
still be accessible to the control center since those can help the DSO to better understand
the event’s circumstances and are also crucial for the reliable operation of the FLA.

To achieve computing capability at the edge, we complemented each of the PMUs with
a co-located embedded personal computer (ePC), whose importance is twofold. Firstly,
the ePC serves as a temporal data storage unit for the corresponding PMU and, secondly,
the ePC provides the capability for real-time analysis of the data. The latter functionality
enables the detection of events on the entirety of the PMU data by comparing the obtained
measurements with the pre-defined thresholds of events. Whenever an event is detected, a
precise timestamp of the event’s inception moment is automatically reported and stored
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in the cloud’s side of the proposed framework. A query for data (the full resolution of
data for a short time window around the timestamp) is then issued to the PMU and PQM
databases. Once all the required data from the edge is reported back to the cloud, the FLA
takes place. The algorithm’s results for the corresponding event are automatically sent to
the DSO’s control center where they are visualized and stored in the events log.

The advantage of the approach described above is not only in preserving the granu-
larity of the measurements in the case of events, but also that the detection and reporting
of events to the control center is run in real-time, whereas the comprehensive analytics of
events can be scheduled for later. This is not only extremely useful in the case where the
second event would occur before the analysis of the first is finished, but inherently also
allows the DSO to perform some other form of analysis on event measurements that is
computationally more demanding than the described FLA and, therefore, cannot be carried
out in real-time (e.g., machine-learning methods). The only limitation is that the analysis
of the event has to be completed within the retention policy of the time-series database
on ePCs (in our case set to 7 days). Another important aspect worth mentioning is that
while the chance of an event in a power system coinciding with the unavailability of a
communication (LTE) network is tiny, it is still not negligible. Normally in such a case,
all the measurements would be lost and the DSO would have no awareness of the event.
However, with the introduction of temporal data storage, we eliminate this problem as the
measurements will still get transmitted as soon as the availability of the communication
network is re-established.

The implementation of the edge and cloud side of the proposed framework and their
interrelated communication links is presented in Figure 5. The left-hand side of the figure
represents the measurement and data pre-processing infrastructure deployed in the field,
whereas the middle of the figure represents an example of the application’s instantiation
on the server side, hosted either in the cloud or in the control center. Lastly, the right-hand
side of the figure represents the DSO’s headquarters, where the reports of the framework
are gathered, visualized and stored.

In the following subsection, each of the building blocks is presented in more detail
from the perspective of communication and system integration.

5.2. Building Blocks
5.2.1. Measurement Locations (Edge Nodes)

Two types of measurement device were deployed in the pilot, as already explained in
Section 4. Furthermore, the PMU deployment for the primary and secondary substation
differed in the sense that only the ePC of the primary substation was complemented with
the Event detector module. The reason behind this decision was that the data from the
primary substation are sufficient for detecting events that are narrowed down to only faults
(similar to the protection scheme of the feeder, which is only implemented in the primary
substation). The features of each edge node deployment are presented hereinafter.

• PQMs

One PQM is installed in each load bus, fulfilling the FLA requirements for active
and reactive power measurements of loads. Each PQM is complemented with a gateway
with an LTE communication interface for the transmission of data. Measurements from
PQMs are pushed once a second via the message queuing telemetry transport (MQTT)
protocol to the MQTT broker, which is part of the cloud-based Data historian application.
Since PQMs do not require any additional edge computing capability for this particular
FLA application, their measurements are not pre-processed and are pushed from the edge
to the cloud side of the framework in raw format.

• PMU—secondary substation

The PMU in the secondary substation is complemented by a co-located ePC that
contains a local phasor data concentrator (PDC) with a Time series database and a gateway
with an LTE communication interface for the transmission of data. The gateway part is
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also responsible for the adaptation of the data exchange protocol from IEEE C37.118 to
MQTT. Note that since the PMU and the ePC are co-located and physically connected
by Ethernet cable, the entirety of the PMU data (200 Hz report rate) is transferred to the
local database, whereas only 1 sample is pushed each second over the LTE gateway for
the purposes of grid observability. The Time series database with a retention policy has a
capacity of storing up to one week of PMU data and is accessed automatically by the Hosted
application via the HTTP REST API in case of an event. On the other hand, the Control center
can also request the data from this database manually in case the DSO wants more granular
measurements of a particular time window. In order not to overload the figure and since
this additional functionality is not required for the functioning of the FLA framework
anyway, this connection is not shown in Figure 5.
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• PMU—primary substation

Similarly to the PMU in the secondary substation, the PMU in the primary substation
is accompanied by an ePC containing a PDC, a local short-term storage database and a
gateway. However, an additional functionality of this ePC is a local application execution
environment supporting a simple fault detection algorithm (Event detector in Figure 5),
which is responsible for the activation of the Hosted application in the cloud.

There are currently two independent triggers of the Event detector application. The first
one compares the amplitude of the phase currents to a predefined threshold (acts similar to
overcurrent protection), whereas the second trigger is activated when the magnitudes of
the zero-sequence current and zero-sequence voltage phasors simultaneously exceed the
corresponding thresholds and the phase angle between the phasors lies in the predefined
interval (acts similar to differential protection). The Event detector runs continuously, in
real-time, on the entirety of the PMU data (200 Hz report rate). Once either of the triggers
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is activated, a notification about the event and its timestamp are pushed via the MQTT to
the Event handler component in the cloud and the Hosted application is initialized.

Note that the Event detector is currently, for the purposes of the project, set to recognize
only faults that trigger the breaker operation and, consequently, the de-energization of the
feeder. However, it could be arbitrarily reconfigured in the future with very little effort in
order to expand its functionality to also detect other kinds of event (such as power quality).

For the reader’s convenience, an example of an event from the field that triggered the
Event detector is presented in Figure 6.
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5.2.2. Cloud Side

• Data historian

The Data historian is a back-office system designed to integrate and archive processed
data efficiently. Based on the InfluxDB (https://www.influxdata.com/products/influxdb-
overview/, accessed on 20 February 2021) it is optimized to store and retrieve large volumes
of time-series data quickly and efficiently, including high-resolution sub-second informa-
tion that is measured very rapidly. The MQTT broker, based on the Eclipse Mosquitto
(https://mosquitto.org/, accessed on 20 February 2021) pushes the measurements from
all edge nodes to the common Database, which can be accessed by data querying the HTTP
REST or InfluxDB APIs. The measurements from the data broker are in our case also used
in parallel for providing the DSO with real-time grid observability (WAMS).

• Hosted application

A Hosted application is the computational heart of the FLA in the proposed edge-cloud
framework and is composed of several building blocks. Once the notification of the fault is
received by the Hosted application, the Event handler ensures that the event is automatically
and appropriately recorded in the Event registry. Next, the block Get snapshot of data issues
a query for historical data for a short time interval around the event’s timestamp. The
entirety of the voltage and current phasors are extracted from the Time series databases of

https://www.influxdata.com/products/influxdb-overview/
https://www.influxdata.com/products/influxdb-overview/
https://mosquitto.org/
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both PMUs, whereas the values of the active and reactive power for each load are obtained
from the Database of the Data historian. Upon receiving all of the requested data, the Event
localize block is run, which in its essence is the FLA presented in Section 3.3. The localization
of the fault is performed according to the model of the EPS (see Section 4), where both
the type of the network (grounded or isolated) and the parameters of lines are specified.
The results of the Event localize block are then appended to the corresponding fault in the
Event registry. Lastly, the report, containing the information about the fault location, the
setting that triggered the Event detect block of the framework, the timestamp of the event’s
inception moment and the entirety of the phasors from both PMUs for a predefined time
window around the fault’s inception moment, is produced and sent to the Fault visualization
application in the Control center.

Event characterization is part of our planned future work; therefore, the Event char-
acterize component in Figure 5 is connected to the rest of the existing Hosted application
components with a dotted arrow. The aim of the component will be to provide the DSO
with further information regarding the fault, i.e., the value of fault resistance and fault type.

5.3. Bridging the Edge and Cloud Side of the Framework

For the purposes of connecting different edge nodes with the cloud side of the pro-
posed framework, we have used the architecture as described in [37]. The main benefits of
using the proposed self-sufficient architecture are:

• used components are open-sourced;
• it consists of a central system that enables the easy management and reconfiguration

of all target nodes;
• it contains a service which monitors the activity and health of individual nodes in the

system with orchestration functionality;
• it includes a node registry system with information about the availability of the

individual node;
• by using docker technology, the framework’s functionality can be easily extended

with new components.

5.4. Time Performance Indicator

In this subsection, we provide the results related to the elapsed time of the entire fault
localization procedure in a real environment. According to Figure 7, the time from the fault
inception moment until the moment when the FLA results are received by the DSO can be
expressed as:

t = tstop − tstart = t1 + t2 + t3 + t4. (1)
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In Equation (1), the t1 represents the time elapsed from the moment when the PMU in
the primary substation reports the phasors containing the fault until the moment when
the Event detector recognizes the state of a network as faulted. This time includes the time
required for saving the PMU measurements to a co-located ePC and the running time of
a fault detection script, which compares the phasors to the predefined thresholds. Once
the fault is detected, a trigger is sent from the primary substation to the Hosted application,
which is run in the cloud. This communication-induced delay is labelled as t2. Next, the
processing time of the Hosted application is labelled as t3 and consists of two parts, i.e., the
time required to transfer data from the Database of PQMs and the Time-series databases of
PMUs to the FLA and the processing time of the FLA script itself. Finally, the report of a
fault takes some time (t4) to be transferred from the cloud-based Hosted application to the
Control center of the DSO, where it is displayed to the operator.

In order to evaluate the elapsed time from the event inception moment until the moment
that the DSO receives the corresponding report, we manually triggered 100 artificial events.
This was done by tweaking the thresholds of the Event detector application and observing
the value of each individual time component. The minimum, maximum and average values
for each of them are presented in Table 1. The values of t1 indicate that the Event detector
application is indeed running in real-time (the 30 ms threshold is not surpassed). On the other
hand, the average elapsed time of approximately 2 s places the combined fault detection and
localization procedure in the category of near real-time applications.

Table 1. Minimum, maximum and average time delay values for each component of the FLA.

Time Component Minimum Value [ms] Maximum Value [ms] Average Value [ms]

t1 1.09 3.46 1.42

t2 54.92 191.27 71.13

t3 1384.22 4096.42 1867.86

t4 57.04 421.74 101.64

6. Conclusions

Fault localization and detection are well established topics in the research literature.
However, not much attention was paid to the fact that DNs, as opposed to TNs, generally
lack the dedicated communication infrastructure and, consequently, how this could ad-
versely affect the corresponding monitoring, control or analysis schemes. In this paper, the
authors developed an edge-cloud computing framework specifically aimed at addressing
potential issues with the reliability of the measurement data transfer, arising from using
LTE communication technology. Since the proposed framework separates time-critical
applications, by moving them to the edge, from near real-time applications, the reliability
of schemes such as fault localization can also be ensured in DNs. Furthermore, by imple-
menting event detection at the edge, the measurements are sent to the control center in full
resolution only in case of events, which significantly reduces the amount of transferred
data. With this, the DSO’s expenses are lowered, whereas the observability of the grid is not
negatively affected since during the steady-state operation of the EPS, the data are generally
redundant. Another important quality of the established framework is that it is completely
automated; the DSO is informed about the fault and its location in near real-time, without
any of the experts having to look at the data. Lastly, the proposed framework provides the
capability of easy integration of other time-critical applications at the edge in the future.
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Nomenclature

PMU Phasor Measurement Unit
PDC Phasor Data Concentrator
TN Transmission network
DN Distribution network
LTE Long-Term Evolution
EPS Electric power system
RES Renewable energy source
DSO Distribution System Operator
WAMS Wide-Area Monitoring System
WAMPAC Wide-Area Monitoring, Protection and Control
QoS Quality of Service
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
UDP User Datagram Protocol
PQM Power Quality Meter
SM Smart Meter
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